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what without dispute + provided in each instance before the interrogatories were 

drafted, feason to believe such records existe With all-inclusive requests ne > uni 

question cannot have any proper purpose and is harassment and stonewallings 

companion document requests aoe inpossible, absolutely inpossib@e. 

In addition to providing substantial evidence that in all these instances the 

FBI had and had not searched for or provided the relevant records, in some 

instances, as with the Dallas police tapes, I provided all I had and more than I 

needed, including their own vonana Heigl tapes. this was followed by a 

series of sworn-to lives by Phillips, who merely improvised new lies as I proved 

each to be a lie. With William Walters, for example, I produced their own record 

stating exactly how information was to be hidden and not found on search, (#3) 

Hany other are fully answered in the case record. For example 5(a): I 

Was given a partial transcript of an intercepted (sarrison phone conversation ‘in 

other litigation, and I provided the correct identification of the file from 

which it camee Obvious, although the FBI required none of this information from 

me, in that instance it required nothing elsee Moreover, the DJ disclosed about an 

inch thick of legal-sized pages, Single space, of transcripts of tapping and bugging 

him which includes JBK assassination material and becausee it relates to him is 

obviously within that request. {ho yo Wn they miited him, Ke b cat thon. ) 
With regard to 5(a), their own gearch slips does not include a Single orgatti- 

zation, only a couple of the obvious people, like Shaw and Yerrie, and this is made 

even more ridiculous by 5(c) when their om clippings file provided more than enoughe 

It was all public domain and is reflected in the nain files, [1 prude OT Mts with am of 
Interrogatory 6 was earlier answered in full in an ignored affidavit. Besides 

which the F3ZI knows that it does not file by subject, as Shea told me, so it knew 

he could not have intended a ffle that did not exist and could not exist, 

I have looked at these again and in each and everyifinstance more information 

than would have been recuired — if any had been required, as none was - I had 

already provided.


